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The Story

At Lily Blanche we believe that creating memories is more valuable than 
diamonds. We design collections to cherish, not simply as accessories but 
to mark the special moments on life’s journey. We know that jewellery is 
treasured when it is an expression of love. 

Based in my studio in Stirling, I have taken inspiration from my grandmother 
Lily Blanche Sheridan after whom the company is named. Born in 1903, Lily 
Blanche lived an extraordinary life, mirroring the triumphs and upheavals of 
the 20th century. She travelled thousands of miles with four young children, 
living in India in the last days of the Raj and witnessing the rise of Gandhi. 
Returning to England at the outbreak of WW2, her home took a direct hit. 

Welcome to the Lily Blanche lookbook.  
Here you will find our best-selling collections.

Locket images: Lily Blanche Sheridan and her family.
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Our jewellery is 
imbued with meaning 

& hidden secrets. 
A highly creative person who could turn her hand to anything, she 
eventually settled in a whitewashed croft on the beautiful Hebridean Island 
of Skye. I have fond memories of her jewel box and of the wonderful and 
exotic pieces which have provided inspiration for our designs.

Running through our collections are the themes of sentiment and meaning, 
of celebrating life and expressing love. At Lily Blanche everything we do is 
designed to surprise and delight you.

Our ambition is to craft the heirlooms of tomorrow from the conversation 
pieces of today.

Gillian Crawford
To see our full collection and to read more of our story please visit  
www.lilyblanche.com and connect with us on Facebook and Instagram.
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M E M O R Y  K E E P E R 
LO C K E T S

Treasure your  
precious 
memories
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Available in silver, gold, rose gold and white gold. Holds six photos.



Keep the ones you love close to your heart.  
These magical lockets open to take six photographs.
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Photo insertion service available for all memory keeper lockets.
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Love & 
be loved

LOV E  LO C KE TS
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(From left to right) vintage heart locket in garnet; gold & sapphire heart locket; 

 amethyst locket; silver filigree heart locket; vintage heart locket in blue topaz;  

gold love lockets in ruby, sapphire and emerald.
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S E A H O R S E
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(From left to right) gold seahorse earrings; seahorse lockets in rose gold and gold;  

seahorse pendants in rose gold and silver; seahorse bangles in gold, silver and rose gold.

Horse of the sea;  
mysterious, beautiful, wild & free.
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B I R DS ,  B EES ,  
FE ATH ERS  &  KE YS
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Lockets in silver, gold and rose gold. Matching pendants, bangles and earrings available.
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B I R DS ,  B EES ,  
FE ATH ERS  &  KE YS

Perfect pieces  
to stack, layer...
& treasure
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Bangles in silver, gold and rose gold. Matching lockets, pendants and earrings available.
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B I R DS ,  B EES ,  
FE ATH ERS  &  KE YS
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Pendants in silver, gold and rose gold. Matching lockets, bangles and earrings available.
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LU M I N O U S

The most beautiful gemstones in sparkling settings. 

Why stop at one?
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Cocktail rings and matching earrings featuring seven semi-precious gemstones in silver, gold and rose gold.
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We are all of us stars, & we deserve to twinkle
–  M A R I L Y N  M O N R O E
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Luminous rings combine for maximum impact.

We are all of us stars, & we deserve to twinkle
–  M A R I L Y N  M O N R O E
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Magical Charms hide a secret...  

What’s yours?

M AG IC A L  C H A R M S

(From left to right) friendship; peace; happiness; love; adventure; health; luck; home; family; wealth; 

 home (open); love (open); family (open).
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Bags of Style

B I R KI N  &  KELLY

(From left to right) birkin handbag locket; kelly handbag locket.
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LI LY  &  PE A P O D

(From left to right) lily pendant;  lily earrings; peapod pendant; little pod earrings.
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KEEP S A KE  G I F TS

Gorgeous baby gifts to  
last a lifetime

(From left to right) silver keepsake box – rabbit; silver keepsake box – teddy; silver vintage rattle.
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PH OTO  I N S ERT I O N  S ER V I C E

Make use of our professional photo insertion service to make memories 
last forever. Now available online at www.lilyblanche.com.

We crop, adjust and optimise the photographs for the best results.  
They are then printed on a premium quality photographic paper and  
cut to fit. We insert the photographs securely to create your unique, 
personalised locket.

If you need any more information on any of our services or collections 
please email hello@lilyblanche.com. We’d love to hear from you.

Gillian & the Lily Blanche team

At Lily Blanche we know that what really makes 
your locket precious are the photographs inside it. 

Credits: Lookbook design by Carlie Ness. Photography by Marsaili Mainz, Teresa Geissler and Nadin Dunnigan.



Head office: 8 Park Avenue Stirling FK8 2QR UK
telephone: 00 44 (0)1786 464251  |  email: hello@lilyblanche.com  |  website: www.lilyblanche.com

To see the collection in full visit:  
www.lilyblanche.com

For more information or to become a stockist, email:  
hello@lilyblanche.com

 /lilyblanchejewellery    @LILY_BLANCHE    /lilyblanche    @lilyblanchejewellery


